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Abstract
Real-world applications could benefit from the ability to
automatically generate a fine-grained ranking of photo aesthetics.

We first train a simple model with
Euclidean loss for numerical rating
of photo aesthetics

Experimental Results
We use Spearman's rho rank correlation ( ) to measure ranking
performance
. By thresholding the rating scores, we
achieve state-of-the-art classification accuracy on AVA despite never
training with a classification loss.
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(a) fine-tuning with rank loss
Based on the regression net, we
apply rank loss to fine-tune the
network

Highlights:
1. A deep CNN to rank photo aesthetics with pairwse rank loss
2. Joint learning of meaningful photographic attributes and image
content cues which help regularize the complicated photo
aesthetics rating problem

Analyzing Model Architecture
where
Analysis of content-aware model on AVA dataset. Confidenceweighted gating after fine tuning out-performs branch selection and
simple branch averaging.

3. A new aesthetics and attributes dataset (AADB) containing
aesthetic scores and meaningful attributes assigned to each image
by multiple human raters
4.Two sampling strategies for computing ranking loss of training
image pairs for robustness in face of subjective judgment of image
aesthetics
5. State-or-the-art classification performance on the existing AVA
dataset benchmark by simply thresholding the estimated aesthetic
scores

(b) attibute-adaptive network
We use logistic loss to train an
attribute prediction branch.
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Clustering is used to generate target
content label for AADB dataset

Performance as a function of the
number of content branches (K)

Aesthetics & Attribute Database (AADB)
AADB images span a range
of consumer and pro photos
but exclude synthetic and
heavily edited images.
Compared to existing
datasets (e.g., AVA [23]) it is
unique in having attribute
labels, multiple ratings per
image, and multiple images
rated by each worker.

(c) attribute and content network
Similarly, we use softmax loss to
train a content prediction branch
whose output is used to
multiplicatively gate contentspecific attribute-adaptive
branches. The weighted sum of
scores provides the final rating.
Demo, code and model can be download through project webpage
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~skong2/aesthetics.html
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Rank loss improves performance
over pure regression loss

Limited model transferability
indicates different taste of
user groups.

Sampling image pairs rated by
the same individual helps

The model achieves similar agreement to the
average inter-subject agreement but the best
workers are still more consistent.

